
From: eliska horsfield  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 June 2019 9:45 AM 
To: dog.standards@dpird.wa.gov.au 
Subject: new dog laws 
 
To whom it may concern. My opinion is that you are making a huge mistake bringing in ALL of these new 
laws concerning dogs.Everyone I have spoken to ,either out here in the country and in Perth agree with 
you on banning dogs being sold in pet shops or at markets.However,no-one agrees with you on the rest 
of your proposals.You are going to be trying to police a state that is 2 ½ million square kilometres—
impossible.To do what you are suggesting,would require the council rangers to CONSTANTLY MONITOR 
everyone with a breeding license.You talk about everyone having to get their non breeding dogs 
sterilized,no matter the cost.Lets just hope the media never finds out about some old pensioner with a 
10 year old mid sized female dog,who can’t afford the $4-$500 to get the job done,and is then penilized 
for it.Talk about political suicide.You are going to do a lot of damage to the party,over somthing that 
won’t work,and you can’t control anyway.And,yes,people have already realized that you are going to 
dump this on the local councils---rate rise to cover the cost of the extra rangers possibly needed ?? too 
bad if you don’t even own a dog.This whole idea of controlling cats didn’t work,so why are you trying to 
do it with dogs now.?I believe you are setting the party up to fail again,and now you are doing it again 
with the catholic priests.???I have heard that there are some councils who subsidize their rate payers 
who have their dogs sterilized.Apparently the council pays the vet bill and the rate payer only pays 
$50.Using YOUR figures that you sent to me,------a survey was taken of 43 local councils and found that 
82% of the dog owners had already had their dogs sterilized.—82%???Surely that is the way to go,rather 
than trying unsuccessfully to FORCE people to get them done?I see nothing but trouble—and I would 
NOT like to be a council ranger.Please for the good of the party RE-THINK. 


